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BHUTAN HIMALAYA 

« From the Punakha River to Taktshang monastery »

Technical sheet
Pre-contractual information

 FROM THE 09TH
TO THE 27TH OF NOVEMBER 2022
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∙  Realize an ultra trail with stages in 7 days, in an organized setting 
with an atmosphere of passionate athletes.

∙  A sporting, cultural, and emotional adventure.
∙  A Trail route designed by us for your greatest pleasure.
∙  The crossing of a striking panorama to the rhythm of your strides.
∙  A trip to be made either in TrailRunning version or in Trekking.

∙ Guarantee you maximum pleasure, and timeless memories !
∙  Accompany you in the success of this spectacular adventure, thanks to an 

organization Team of Nature Extreme Development
∙ Ensure you a solid logistics :
 -  A marking of the steps is carried out and checked before your 

arrival, with rubalise that we take care to remove after your passage.
 -  Hotels of very good standing to allow you to recover properly, and 

take the most pleasures.
 -  A refueling every 8 km including : mineral water, solid energy food, 

fresh fruit etc. (subject to availability)

CONCEPT :

OUR GOAL - YOUR SUCCESS :

YOUR BIB ADVENTURE IN HAND
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Nestled in the heart of the Himalayas, unspoilt and off the beaten 
track, this small kingdom has countless surprises in store for you. 
As small as Switzerland, renowned for its beautiful landscapes and 
the legendary kindness of its people, Bhutan is world famous for its 
original economic development that puts the preservation of the 
environment, the promotion of sustainable development and the 
happiness of citizens at the center of everything, gross national 
happiness, GNH, an economic indicator in competition with GDP.

Cut off from the rest of the world by its Himalayan border mountains, 
this never-colonized country protects itself from mass tourism by 
introducing a quota and a tourist tax (which has the consequence of 
impacting the price of the trip). With its very special atmosphere, its 
countless meetings and all smiles, its temples built in an improbable 
balance in unimaginable remote places, this small Himalayan country 
offers an inescapable and regenerating haven of peace.

Welcome to Bhutan, the land of happiness !

Take the path to an earthly paradise.

THE KINGDOM OF HAPPINESS
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SHEDULE
Do an Ultra Trail in 7 steps
- 171 km with 4 886 D+ and 5 796 D- in trail
- 102 km with 3 016 D+ and 2 830 D- in trek

LUN 13 - STEP 1 - PUNAKHA RIVER

SAM 11 - TRANSFER AND FLIGHT
DIM 12 - TRANSFER

27 km 456D+ 400D-
15,5 km 416D+ 400D-

MAR 14 - STEP 2 - DJACCHU VALLEY 
24,6 km 790D+ 790D-
12 km 370D+ 790D-

MER 15 -  STEP 3 - BELANGHRA

VEN 17 -  STEP 4 - CHANKHAR VALLEY
JEU 16 - TRANSFER PUNAKHA - JAKAR

DIM 19 - TRANSFER JAKAR - PHOBIJIKHA 

MER 22 - TRANSFER PHOBJIKHA - PARO
JEU 23 - VISIT TAKTSANG MONASTERY
VEN 24 - FLIGHT PARO - KATHMANDU (VISIT)
SAM 25, DIM 26, LUN 27 -FLIGHT PARIS CDG

SAM 18 - STEP 5 - OCHOLING PALACE TANG

22 km 1310D+ 120D-
12 km 780D+ 60D-

27 km 480D+ 480D-
14 km 110D+ 230D-

21,5 km 340D+ 340D-
15,5 km 240D+ 280D- 

LUN 20 - STEP 6 - PHOBJIKA VALLEY
27,5 km 1030D+ 1030D-
18 km 690D+ 630D-

MAR 21 - STEP 7 - NGEYLUNG MONASTERY
21,5 km 480D+ 480D-
15 km 410D+ 440D-

JEU 09/11, VEN 10/11 - FLIGHT
19 DAYS / 18 NIGHTS IN 7 STEPS 

Possibility to shorten each day or skip a step with the 
follower vehicle.
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Sunday 12/11 - Transfer

Saturday 11/11 - Transfer & Flight

Thursday 09/11 & Friday 10/11 - Flight

Monday 13/11 - Step 1 : Punakha River

∙ Flight Paris - Kathmandu (Turkish Airlines)
∙ Check-in at the Marshangdi Hotel in Kathmandu
∙ Dinner and overnight at the hotel

∙ Flight Kathmandu - Paro (Drukair) 
∙ Transfer to Thimphu (50km, 1h30)
∙ Check in, dinner and overnight at Thimphu Tower Hotel (or similar) in Thimphu

∙ Transfer Thimphu - Punakha (150km / 6h)
∙ Lunch in a restaurant on the way
∙ Check-in at the Sonam Gang Hotel (or similar)
∙ General briefing: presentation of the race, distribution of race numbers
∙ Dinner and overnight stay at Sonam Gang Hotel (or similar)

∙  The Punakha River valley sets the bar very high from the outset as everything is 
there, from the crossing of timeless villages, the crossing of Himalayan bridges, 
the single tracks between the rice fields and along the river, a succession of 
temples and chortens, and to finish in beauty, the crossing to the Punakha 
dzong (monastery), one of the most beautiful in Bhutan, by a 300m long 
suspension bridge!

∙  The picnic at the end of the trek will close a classy stage, difficult for a start 
but unforgettable.

27 km
456D+ 400D-

15,5 km
416D+ 400D-
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Tuesday 14/11 - Step 2 : Djachhu Valley 

Wednesday 15/11 - Step 3 : Belanghra

Thursday 16/11 - Transfer

Friday 17/11 - Step 4 : Chankhar Valley

∙  The reconnaissance of the Djachhu Valley terrain would certainly not have been possible without the 
precious help of a monk and a shepherd from the valley.

∙  After 3,6 km of hill for 400m of difference in altitude, it is the beginning of a single track where the 
change of scenery is total. A very confidential and technical path to cross a deep valley before joining 
the Punakha River. 

∙  The ascent, preceded by 2km of flat, will put the bodies to the test for 350m of D+. And it’s finally a descent 
that is not necessarily restorative to reach the finish.

∙  Picnic at the finish and a well-deserved rest in this superb and very warm Sonamgang hotel!
∙  Pique-nique à l’arrivée et un repos bien mérité dans ce superbe hôtel Sonamgang très chaleureux !

∙  If there is a stage that will remain engraved in the memories, it is this one, with a finish judged at 2670m 
of altitude. With a distance of 22km for 1310m of D+ with a few salvaging rests, the trail first makes its way 
through a wild Himalayan gorge, then leads to an opening occupied by the village of Belanghra. 

∙  The last 4km lead to the monastery which dominates the valley, a Mecca of Bhutanese meditation. Lunch 
will be taken at the monastery with the monks.

∙  Stop in a family who welcomed us warmly during the previous edition. 

∙  Very spectacular transfer Punakha - Jakar (200 km/ 8 hrs)
∙  Lunch en route at a restaurant in Trongsa village
∙  Visit the exterior of Trongsa Dzong, the largest fortress in the country. Built by Shabdrung Ngawang 

Namgyal in 1647 on the site of an ancient temple, this building closely imitates the architecture of the 
Choetse Dzong. Considered both an administrative centre and a monastic complex, Trongsa Dzong is on 
the tentative list for inclusion in UNESCO’s heritage list.

∙  Check-in, dinner and overnight at the River Lodge (or similar) in Jakar

∙  The further we get from Thimpu, the capital, the more difficult it is for progress to penetrate the remote 
valleys around Bumthang. 

∙  «Chankhar Valley is a succession of temples, monasteries and very isolated villages. If the first 13 km 
are on a track with many radadas, the next 8 km are on a very narrow path along the Chankhar river in a 
thick pine forest.

∙  The start and finish are in front of the monasteries of Jambay Lhakhang and Kurjey Lhakhand, high 
places of Bhutanese Buddhism. As with every stage, there is a picnic lunch at the finish.

24,6 km
790D+ 790D-

12 km
370D+ 790D-

22 km
1310D+ 120D-

12 km
780D+ 60D-

27 km
480D+ 480D-

14 km
110D+ 230D-
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Saturday 18/11 - Step 5 : Ocholing Tang Palace

Sunday 19/11 - Transfer

Monday 20/11 - Step 6 : Phobjika Valley

∙  This fifth stage takes place in the Tang valley, closed by a glacial lock, which explains the rusticity of its 
inhabitants who cultivate potatoes and raise their meagre herds of cows. 

∙  It is the end of the world and yet it is here that the kings of Bhutan had installed their summer palace, 
Ogyen Choeling Palace. This transitional stage will allow a good recovery before the following ones. There 
is little change in altitude except for the tough climb to the palace and a superb trail along the Tang River. 
The passage at the foot of the Taarimochen monastery, from the start, will deserve to slow down, to take 
advantage of this unique location!

∙ Transfer Day Jakar-Phobjikha (7h / 140km)
∙ Lunch at the restaurant near the grand chorten Chendebji (18th century)
∙ Along the way, visit Rukhubjee village
∙ Accommodation, dinner and overnight at Guesthouse Yue-Loki (or similar)

∙  A wide Green Valley with many adjacent valleys where Meadows, herds and pine forests alternate : this 
is Phobjikha Valley, The Secret Valley. In the heart of such a grandiose setting, yaks come to taste dwarf 
bamboos, observed from above by cranes.

∙  We will pass from village to village by superb tracks where there is no shortage of radadas ! The reception 
of the locals launching «Kuzuzambo» (welcome) is amazing and the stupas, temples and Monastery of 
Gangthey mark the routes that ask to get involved, the altitude of 3000m being there. A different stage 
from the previous ones whose departure and Arrival are at the hotel overlooking the Valley.

Tuesday 21/11 - Step 7 : Ngeylung Monastery
∙  To conquer the southern part, the wildest and authentic. It is first 6km on a balcony track and then the 

descent to the river that we cross at km 8.
∙  The ascent on the other side along this river, on a grassy path in the middle of the meadow, is beautiful, 

to reach the village of Kathcy at 2917m that we had a hard time leaving as the children surrounded us 
and danced.

∙ The return to the hotel without great difficulties passes through the Monastery of Ngeylung.

21,5 km
340D+ 340D-

15,5 km
240D+ 280D- 

27,5 km
1030D+ 1030D-

18 km
690D+ 630D-

21,5 km
480D+ 480D-

15 km
410D+ 440D-
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Wednesday 22/11 - Transfer

Thursday 23/11 - Visit

∙ Transfer Day Phobjikha-Paro-7h30 / 16 km
∙  Passage of Dochula, spectacular pass located at more than 3000 meters above sea level on the way to 

Punakha from Thimphou, it is a very popular site for those who want to enjoy a 360-degree panoramic 
view of the Himalayan range. Its 108 chörtens overlooking the valley today make it a mythical place and 
a unique spiritual destination in Bhutan.

∙ Lunch during the transfer
∙  Accommodation, dinner and overnight at Taschi Namgay Resort (4*) in Paro (or similar)font ∙ aujourd’hui 

un lieu mythique et une destination spirituelle unique au Bhoutan.
∙ Déjeuner durant le transfert
∙ Installation, dîner et nuit au Taschi Namgay Resort (4*) à Paro (ou similaire)

∙ Morning : visit Taktsang Monastery – Tiger’s lair) - exceptional !
∙ Ascent : 2h / 600m+
∙ Lunch at the end of the hike
∙  On the descent and depending on the weather, visit the ruins of Dzuighel Dzong (view of the high 

Himalayan peaks)
∙ Free afternoon in Paro or visit the dzong of Paro
∙ Festive evening: traditional dance and music show, results and awards.
∙ Dinner at a local restaurant in Paro
∙ Overnight at Taschi Namgay Resort (4*) in Paro (or similar)

Friday 24/11 - Flight from Paro to Katman-

Sat 25, Sun 26 and Mon 27/11 - Visit & Return
∙      S aturday : Morning: Visit to Kathmandu - Lunch at local restaurant - Afternoon free in Kathmandu - 

Dinner and overnight at Marshyangdi Hotel (or similar) in Thamel
∙   Sunday : Transfer Kathmandu/Istanbul - Dinner and overnight in Istanbul
∙   Monday : Flight Istanbul - Paris CDG

21,5 km
480D+ 480D-

15 km
410D+ 440D-

∙  Flight Paro-Kathmandu (Drukair) and check-in at Hotel Manang (or similar) in Thamel
∙ Visit Kathmandu, capital of Nepal, it is located in a valley surrounded by the Himalayan mountains. 
∙  In the heart of the labyrinthine alleys of the Old Town is the huge Durbar Square, crowded during the 

Indra Jatra religious festival characterized by its masked dances.
 ∙ Lunch at a local restaurant
∙ Dinner and overnight at Hotel Manang (or similar) in Thamel
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TECHNICAL ORGANIZATION

They are given as an indication. They can be modified according to the climatic conditions 
of the moment, the technical criteria or the physical condition of the participants. As a 
last resort, the supervisor remains the sole judge of the program that he can adapt or modify 
due to safety imperatives.

Most of the stages take place at high altitudes between 1,240 M and 3,070 m. the raid is 
organized in 3 distinct parts (Punakha region, Jakar region, pobjikha Valley).
The tracks taken are of all types, sometimes chaotic, requiring for some of them sustained 
attention. Some passages boil down to small trails lost in the forest or the countryside, taken 
by the villagers, allowing us to be at the very heart of Bhutanese life.

Choice of course :

Itinerary :

Nature of the land :

Supplies :
Every 8 km approximately. The exact locations will be confirmed to you during the daily 
briefing the day before each stage. They include: mineral water (corked bottles), solid energy 
foods (dried fruits, cookies, etc.), fresh fruit (bananas, oranges, etc.) subject to availability.

∙ Trail Course : A 171km course in the form of an individual timed race with classification.

∙  Trek Course : You also have the possibility of setting off on a gentler (102km) non-timed 
formula with shorter stages, while retaining the most beautiful landscapes that wild Bhutan 
offers (from 3.5km/h). 

Assistance vehicles and safety :
Three vehicles will be on the course ready for possible interventions. The first is reserved for 
marking, the second takes the doctor on board,and the third remains in the queue.
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All nights are in hotels. Full of charm, welcoming, cleanliness is impeccable.

∙  Thimphu Hotel, Thimphu Tower (3*), in the city center. In Punakha, the Sonam Gang hotel slightly eccentric 
and high compared to the city, it makes us benefit from a superb setting.

∙  Jakar, the guesthouse the River Lodge River extremely welcoming and warm, mountain chalet type.
∙  Pobjhika, the guesthouse of Yue-Loki is very comfortable, recent and the service is of quality as in all our 

accommodations.
∙  As for the Paro hotel the Tashi Namgay Resort (4*), is beautifully decorated, overlooks the Valley and is 

located opposite the dzong.
∙  The Marshyangdi Hotel in Kathmandu, in the tourist district of Tahmel and very popular with its visitors.
∙ Finally you will enjoy a last night in the Istanbul Airport Express 3*(or similar).

Lunches, dinners and breakfasts : The lunches will be taken together at the end of the stages, hearty, quality and 
adapted to your needs. Hearty meals are served in hotels in the form of buffets. Starchy foods: rice, pasta and 
potatoes. Chicken, sometimes fish, beef. Be careful, the Bbhoutanese do not eat dessert and no bread (except for 
breakfast) and reserve the fruit for snacking between meals. Bhutanese are very careful not to offer us too spicy 
dishes !

Special diet : Allergy, intolerance : be sure to take with you the adapted dishes or foods, because the accommodations 
do not always have the possibility to offer a specific cuisine.

Accommodation - Meal :

Recommended equipment :

Markup of steps :
The marking is done with red and white rubalise that we take care to remove after our passage. The refueling 
and control points are announced by signs 1km before and the arrival from the 5 km, every km. Mandatory systematic 
scoring at each refueling station.

• A 3/5 liter technical backpack to hold your belongings for the day
• The secondary (assistance) bag : it is your luggage that will stay at the hotel, containing all your belongings.
• Comfortable Trail or hiking shoes
• Bars and other food : complementary to supplies if necessary.
• Provide a warm outfit for the evenings,
• An outfit adapted to religious sites (pants and covered arms)
•  Your personal pharmacy
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Participants must hold a passport valid 6 months after the return date. Getting 
visas is NED’s responsibility.

Each participant will return to NED the medical certificate that was sent to 
him at the time of confirmation of his registration. No vaccination is mandatory. 
We advise you to take your usual medications with you if you are undergoing 
treatment. A list for a basic medical kit will be sent to you, it is mandatory.

Administrative formalities :

Health :

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Additional information :
•  Currency : possibility of exchange at the airport, Paro and Thimphu. 1€= 87,5 

Ngultrum (BTN). Possible withdrawal at the distributor in Thimphu.
•  Language : dzongkha is the official language, other regional dialects are also 

used, English is used in hotels.
• Voltage : 220V in hotels, no need adapter
•  Internet : telephone coverage in some places, and the possibility of connecting 

to the internet in hotels.
•  Safety : Bhutan is an extremely safe country, caution remains in the cities and 

on the tracks (vehicle traffic !)
•  Crafts : Bhutanese crafts are extremely expensive, available especially in 

the cities of Paro and Thimphu. The weaving in the Bhumtang area is superb. 
Braided Wicker, bamboo, rattan, incense there is something for everyone
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YOU WILL REMEMBER
•  Himalayan mountains throughout your journey.
•  Your final meal with the monks of Ngeylung monastery.
•  Your way over the Dochula Pass.
•  Taktsang, the lair of the Tiger, high place of Buddhism.
•  The 2 days in Kathmandu.
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BUDGET

The price includes :
- Return flights (Paris - Paro-Kathmandu - Istanbul).
-  The technical supervision of Nature Extreme Development 

agency (NED) and our correspondents.
-  Full board accommodation during the entire stay (excluding 

stopovers).
- All refueling during the stages.
- The various transfers by minibus (narrow and winding roads).
- Entries to paid protected sites enrolled in the program.
- Obtaining visas (Bhutan and Nepal).

The price does not includes :
-  Beverages other than those taken into account by Nature 

Extreme Development and more generally alcoholic beverages 
consumed during meals in restaurants.

- Activities or visits other than those provided for in the program.
- Cancellation-repatriation insurance.
-  The cost of overweight possibly charged by the airlines remains 

the responsibility of the participants.

Registration cost : 4 860 €
Stay of 19 days and 18 nights
Limited to 30 participants in total
Start from 20 riders minimum

Unforgettable meetings, strong moments 
engraved in your memories, this is the 
promise we make to you !
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INFORMATIONS & RESERVATIONS

Registration form :
To register you will find the link directly on the website (right side button «Register» on the page of the trip 
of your choice).

Additional information :
Sign up for our newsletter to stay informed about our latest news and registration start dates.
www.natureextremedeveloppement.fr

Contact :
Adresse mail : dream@natureextreme.run
Tél : 04 79 25 84 30

Find us on our social networks :
Facebook : @NatureExtremeDeveloppement
Instagram : @natureextremedeveloppement

Each participant must hold an individual civil liability as well as an individual 
multi-risk guarantee in order to protect themselves from incidents or 
accidents that may occur before or during the hike or trip. We remind you 
that payment with a credit card generally only covers assistance provided 
you have used your card to pay for the trip. Payment by credit card does not 
usually cover the risk of cancellation. Nature Extreme Development offers 
you to subscribe to the Global Assistance contract «Multi-Hazard solution 
temporary travel». The amount of this insurance, which varies according to 
the duration and destination, is indicated in the registration form of the trip, 
and offers extended guarantees according to the formula chosen : medical 
repatriation, interruption of stay, delay in transport, cover for the arrival of a 
loved one in case of hospitalization on the spot, cover for emergency medical 
expenses and hospitalization, baggage cover in case of loss or deterioration, 
civil liability abroad. To know the exact contractual terms, in particular the 
scope of warranties, franchises and exclusions, we recommend that you 
consult the full contractual terms and the product information document 
available on the Site or on request from Nature Extreme Development. 
The proposed insurance must be taken out at the time of registration. In 
the proposed insurances, the insurance premium and visa fees are not 
refundable either by nature extreme development or by the insurer.

Responsible tourism being part of the values of Nature Extreme Development, 
for each flight is proposed a carbon compensation through the GOODPLANET 
foundation (www.goodplanet.org).

For a reservation more than 35 days from the date of departure of the trip, 
you will need to pay the deposit mentioned on the registration form. The 
balance of the price of the trip must be paid, without recovery from us, no 
later than 35 days before the trip.

Assurance :

Covid 19 : NED will pay you back

Partnership :

Carbon offset :

Payment schedule :

In case of border closure :
NED undertakes to refund all monies received in the event of cancellation or postponement of events.

In case of a positive PCR test before departure :
You will be reimbursed if you have subscribed to the Mondial Assistance insurance offered by NED.

You will find details of the different cases and procedures for reimbursement on our website.

Benefit from an immediate 30% discount with our partner RaidLight for all new registrations for a Trail or 
Ultra-Trail Challenge 2021. You will receive the code after validation of your registration.
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THE NED ORGANIZATION AND ITS TEAM

Running since the age of 9, more than 200 trails with more than 60 victories and more 
than 30 countries visited by running, a selection in the French Trail Team, 2nd place 
in the Grand Raid De La Réunion, participation in the Barkley and the 400km of Gobi. 
Founder of Raidlight and the network of Trail Stations, organizer of races since 1992, 
such as the challenge of the Oisans, the Chartreuse Terminorum, and more classic 
trails.

Nature Extreme Development is a travel agency founded in 1995 by Serge and Cathy 
MOREL. NED has organized more than 200 running and mountain biking raids on 5 
continents over the past 25 years. Benoît LAVAL joined the company in 2020 as 
President.

NED is a team of professionals surrounded by passionate volunteers and quality local 
partners to make you live the most beautiful sporting and tourist adventures.

Director and Founder of NED
Serge MOREL :

High-mountain Guide, career of military officer Alpine Hunter, ascent of the highest 
peaks of the Alps such as Eiger, Piz Badile, Matterhorn, Aiguille Verte, Grandes Jorasses, 
Mont Blanc,..., Adventurer: Transbaikal and the Moskova (Moscow-St. Petersburg) 
accomplished with sled dogs.

Sports, Swimming (European Youth Championships), running (Marathon des Sables , 
Desert Cup, Sierre-Zinal, and several marathons), former EPS teacher, lifeguard, sports 
educator, completed a BTS Tourism and graduated in Ericksonian hypnosis, NLP and 
Sophrology.

Director and Founder of NED
Cathy MOREL :

Head of NED (since 2020)
Benoît LAVAL :

Nature Extreme Development (NED) is carried by 3 pillars representing the very essence of 
the organization.

Passion : discover new horizons, close your eyes for a moment and let yourself be guided by a team 
of professionals and passionate volunteers, to write you the most beautiful adventure and realize 
it on the ground in the company of local providers. We compose your travels by putting the passion 
and taste of the challenge, you will come back Rich of adventures.

Sharing : translated by a pooling of knowledge but also know-how and know-how. The sharing 
we offer is a sharing of pleasure and happiness. It is to transcend the vision of a humanity often 
divided and fragmented, of a humanity made up of scattered individuals each playing his part or his 
race on the stage of social theater. We offer you much more than just a sports trip, we offer you an 
immutable cultural excursion.

Responsible tourism : we also attach particular importance to working fairly with our local 
partners, their staff and other stakeholders. Responsible tourism is one of our key values, and that 
is why we offer each participant to read and sign the ATR organization’s travel ethics charter (www.
tourisme-responsable.org). so that all of us together participate on our own scale in this common 
goal. # protegeonslaplanete # zerodechet

OUR VALUES

TRAIL TO BE ALIVE
NATURE

  

EXTREME

  

DEVELOPPEMENT

IN S P I R I N G

 

T R A VELS


